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that the enemy were able to anticipate it by a few days. Other
preoccupations, such as the strength and distribution of the
Cyprus garrison, the means of giving aid to Turkey in case of an
Axis attack on Anatolia, and co-operation with the Russian forces
in North Persia, should the enemy penetrate into the Caucasus,
also engaged much of General Auchinleck's attention at this
anxious time.
Meanwhile the position of Malta had become perilous.
As early as October, 1941, the enemy had decided that the
only way of stopping the continued and effective interference
with his trans-Mediterranean supply route by our naval and
air forces stationed on the island was to capture it by assault;
but the Eighth Army's victory at Sidi Rezegh gave it a respite till
mid-January, after the Axis counter-offensive in Cyrenaica had
forced us back to Gazala. By early March, the utmost efforts on
the part of the Royal Air Force squadrons, the anti-aircraft gunners,
and the troops and ground staff on the airfields were being required
to deal with the incessant hostile air attacks which continued unde-
terred by heavy casualties in machines and crews. The island's
food and petrol began to run short; a convoy from Egypt in
February was completely destroyed at sea; and the only three
ships of the next one in March to reach the island were sunk
before they could unload. During a lull at the end of April, General
Dobbie, the accomplished Governor, who had been the soul and
inspiration of the defence throughout, was relieved by Field Marshal
Lord Gort, and the air squadrons on the island were sufficiently
reinforced to be able to regain their lost air superiority. In early
May, however, the situation again became anxious, only two ships
got through out of a convoy of seventeen from the west and another
dispatched simultaneously from Egypt found the passage too
costly to pursue and was turned back. With the opening of the
Axis offensive in Cyrenaica on May 25, however, the hostile attacks
on Malta eased off; they had failed to make an invasion of .the
island possible, but for four months they had successfully prevented
any serious interference with the intensive transfer of Axis forces
and resources from Italy to North Africa.
Both General Auchinleck and General Ritchie were reasonably
confident that the Eighth Army in its strongly fortified position in
the area Gazala-Tobruk-Bir El Gubi-Bir Hacheim would be
able to meet and repel the hostile offensive ; but this confidence
was belied, largely because the numerical superiority of our tanks—
650 as against 590—was more than offset by their inferiority as
weapons—so much so that it was estimated that the effective balance
of armoured superiority was six to four on the Axis side—and
though a quantity of the new six-pounder anti-tank guns had
reached the Eighth Armv and manv more wm-p nn thetr wav. the

